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Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; When Bernard was thirteen he killed a man. Everyone
called him a hero. Now the past haunts his dreams. How can Bernard come to terms with what he
did? Flashback is part of the Sharp Shades 2.0 series. These books offer the same type of fast-paced
short stories (just 64pp each) found in the Shades 2.0 series. The Sharp Shades stories include
simpler language, a larger font and are illustrated throughout. They are perfect for older readers
who may find longer books too daunting, but who still want the excitement of a great story told
with pace and style. Sharp Shades 2.0 is ideal for reluctant readers aged 12+ with a reading age of
9-10 and includes well known authors such as Gillian Phillip, Malcolm Rose, David and Helen Orme,
John Townsend and Mary Chapman. The stories encompass a range of genres such as horror,
science fiction, historical fiction and straight modern teen tales. book.
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ReviewsReviews

This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom Its been printed in an exceptionally
easy way in fact it is simply after i finished reading this publication by which basically modified me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Tr oy Dietr ich DDS-- Tr oy Dietr ich DDS

Complete guideline for publication fanatics. It is writter in easy phrases rather than hard to understand. I am very happy to inform you that this is basically
the finest pdf we have study in my personal life and can be he finest pdf for at any time.
-- Sa ul Mer tz-- Sa ul Mer tz
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